Tensor and vector representations of velocity second-moments and the scalar fluxes have long been used in the closure of the transport equations describing the motion of turbulent flows. These representations are the turbulent models or parameterizations that have been the basis for extensive research in the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes approach as well as other formulations resulting in transport equations for averaged flow variables. They have led to the development of improved nonlinear eddy viscosity, algebraic Reynolds stress models, and algebraic scalar flux models. Over the last two decades, the process used in developing such closures has been formalized, and this has led to models and parameterizations capable of replicating more complex flow dynamics. The intent here is to provide the reader with a summary description of a procedure that can be followed to rationally construct such explicit representations from the full transport equations for both tensor and vector quantities in general, and the velocity second-moments and the heat fluxes in particular, applicable to both engineering and geophysical flows.
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